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 TRACE CLASS CRITERIA FOR BILINEAR HANKEL FORMS
 OF HIGHER WEIGHTS

 MARCUS SUNDHALL

 (Communicated by Joseph A. Ball)

 ABSTRACT. In this paper we give a complete characterization of higher weight
 Hankel forms, on the unit ball of Cd, of Schatten-von Neumann class Sp, 1 <
 p < oo. For this purpose we give an atomic decomposition for certain Besov
 type spaces. The main result is then obtained by combining the decomposition
 and our earlier results.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 Hankel operators on the unit disc have been studied extensively; see [Pel] for a
 systematic treatment. One of the main topics is to study Schatten-von Neumann
 properties of Hankel operators; see [Pel] and [Pe2]. In [JP] Janson and Peetre
 introduced Hankel forms of higher weights on the unit disc. Their Schatten-von
 Neumann properties were studied in [Ro] and [Z].

 In [P1] Peetre introduced Hankel forms of higher weights on the unit ball in Cd.

 Their Schatten-von Neumann, Sp, properties were studied in [Su] for 2 < p < oo.
 See also [FR] for a different approach.

 The results for 2 < p < oo in [Su] were proved by using interpolation between S2
 and SO, (bounded operators) and boundedness of certain matrix-valued Bergman
 projections, but the case of 1 < p < 2 was left open there.

 In this paper we extend the results in [Su] to 1 < p < oo. For this purpose we
 study the atomic decomposition for some Besov spaces of vector-valued holomorphic
 functions, see Section 4, which then gives Si properties. Our results follow by
 interpolation, and we get a full characterization for 1 < p < oo. Some of the proofs
 in this paper are based on techniques used in [Su] and will therefore be given briefly.
 The reader is referred to that article for more details.

 The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall briefly some notation
 and we prove Theorem 2.1, generalizing the result for p = 2 in [Su]. Section 3
 is devoted to duality relations for the spaces of symbols. In Section 4 we give an
 atomic decomposition for a certain space of symbols, which will be used in Section

 5 to prove the S, criterion.
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 1378 M. SUNDHALL

 2. PRELIMINARIES

 2.1. The Banach space 'HP, for 1 < p < oo. Let dm denote the Lebesgue
 measure on the unit ball lB C Cd and let dt(z) be the measure (1 - z12)-d-ldm(z).
 For d < v < oo let dtb(z) be the measure c1(1 _ -z12)vdt(z), where c,, is chosen
 such that

 jdt,(z) 1.

 The closed subspace of all holomiorphic functions in L2(dt,) is denoted by L2 (dt,)
 and is called a weighted Bergman space. Note that the space L2(dt,) has a repro
 ducing kernel K,(w) = (1 - (w, z)) ', that is,

 (2.1) f(z) = (f,Kz)= A f(w)Kz(w)dhv(w)7 f E L2(dtv), z EIB.

 Denote by B(z, w) the Bergman operator on V = Cd as in [L], namely

 (2.2) B(z, w) = (1 - (z, w))(I - z 0 w*),

 where z 0 w* stands for the rank one operator given by (z 0 w*)(v) = (v, w)z.
 The Bergman metric at z E B, when we identify the tangent space with V, is

 KB(z, z) -1u, v) for u, v C V. We note that

 (2.3) B(z, w)1 = (1-(z W))-2 ((1 - (z,w))I + z 0w *).
 Let Bt(z, w) denote the dual of B(z, w) acting on the dual space V' of V. When
 acting on a vector v' E V' it is

 (2.4) Bt(z, w)v' = (1 - (z, w))v'(I - zwt) .

 For a nonnegative integer s, let O'V' be the tensor product of s copies of V'
 and let 00V' = C. The space (5V' is equipped with a natural Hermitian inner
 product induced by that of V'. Denote by 05V' the subspace of symmetric tensors
 of length s and denote by 0sBt(z, z) the operator on ?5V' induced by the action
 of Bt(z, z) on V', where 0OBt(z, z) I. Recall, generally, that if A acts on V',
 05A acts on ?5V' by

 (V8)A) (ui (89 U2 (23 .. * C Us) =(Au,) 08 (AU2) 08 ... (Au,) .

 For example, in the case s = 2 the operator 02Bt(z, z) becomes

 (1- _Z12)2 (IXI-IA Az-A, XI+Az 0Az),

 where Az = V. Let LP s= LP (B, OsVW) be the space of functions G: B -* OsV'
 such that

 II G IS,P= ((1 - Iz12)2v ?5 Bt(z, z)G(z), G(z))P/2 dt(z)) <00,

 where 1 < p < oo, and let L'8 be the space of functions G: lB -, 08V' such that

 JGIIGl,S,OO = sup ((1 -_ z12)2v ?s Bt(Z, z)G(z), G(z))1/2 < 00. zEB

 Let 'HP, be the closed subspace of all holomorphic functions in LP , 1 < p < 00.
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 TRACE CLASS HANKEL FORMS OF HIGHER WEIGHTS 1379

 Also, we need the group G of biholomorphic mappings of B. Let P, be the
 orthogonal projection of Cd onto Cz and let Qz = I - Pz. Put sz = (1Z-12)1/2
 and define a linear fractional mapping ,oz on lB by (see [Ru])

 (2.5) (Pz(w) z - PZW - s)QZw 1 -(w, z)

 If g E G and g(z) = 0, then there is a unique unitary operator U: Cd _ Cd such
 that

 g= U9Z
 Define the complex Jacobian Jg by Jg(w) = det(g'(w)). Now, let zo E B. Then by
 arguments in Remark 3.1 in [Su] it follows that there is a constant c with Icl = 1
 such that

 (2.6) jzo(W)2u/(d+l) _ c (1-_J01)
 ()(1 -(w, zo))2"

 The next theorem gives the reproducing properties for 'PVS

 Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < p < oc. There is a nonzero constant c such that, for any
 G 'EHP, and any v E GsV'

 (G(z), v) = cf KOSBt(w, w)G(w), KV,S(w, z)v) (1 -Iw2)2vdt (w),

 where

 K ,8 (W, Z) = (1-(W, Z)) -2v (s Bt(w, z)1

 The proof of this theorem is given at the end of this subsection.

 Remark 2.2. Consider H2 C c L2 ,. According to Lemma 3.5 in [Su] the orthogonal

 projection operator PV,S of L2,5 onto 72(s, is given by

 (2.7) Pv,,G(z) = c (1 - wW2)2vKv,(z, w) ?' Bt(w, w)G(w) dt(w) .

 Namely, for any G e L2 and any v C O'V' it follows that

 (P,sG(z),v ) f cl(sBt(w, w)G(w), Kv,,(w, z)v) (1-Iw12)2vdt (w).

 The orthogonal projection operator has the following boundedness property.

 Proposition 2.3. If 1 < p < oo, then P>,8 LP5 -? HP, is bounded.

 Proof. The case 1 < p < oo is just Corollary 7.4 in [Su]. Now, consider the case
 p = 1. Let F E Ll,8. Then it follows from Theorem 2.1 above and Lemma 7.1
 in [Su] that

 |gsBt(z, Z)1/2P S,F(z) < Cs j T(z, w) |sBt(w, w)1/2F(w) (1 - w12)2v di(w),

 where

 T(z, w) (1-_ IZ2)s/2 (1 -W2)s/2
 I1 - (Z W) 12v+s
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 1380 M. SUNDHALL

 Thus, by Fubini-Tonelli's theorem and Proposition 1.4.10 in [Ru] it follows that

 IPv,sFIlv,s,l ? Cs j OsBt(w w)1"2F(w) (1 _ Iw12)2,

 (jT(z, w) (1 -Iz12)v d(z)) dt(w)

 < Cs J 0sBt(WIw)l/2F(w) (1- IW12)vdt(w) = C IIFII,,s 1

 Note that it is proved in [Su], using the complex interpolation method of Banach

 spaces, that 7'P, = (R2s, v s)[l2/P] if 2 < p < oo; see Theorem 8.2 in [Su].
 However, Proposition 2.3 allows us to use the same proof as in [Su] to get the
 following result.

 Corollary 2.4. If 1 < p < oo, then
 i,HP = ('H1,sj Oc) sJ[1-lp

 Now we go back to Theorem 2.1. First we need a proposition.

 Proposition 2.5. Let s be a nonnegative integer and let v > d, 2v> a > d. Then
 there is a constant Cs > 0 such that

 (1 _ z12)2v-a K ,(., z) Os Bt(z, z)1/2v ? Cs8l|v

 for all z C B and all v e G35V'.

 Proof. Let v c WV'. It follows from Lemma 7.1 in [Su] and Proposition 1.4.10
 in [Ru] that

 |Kv,s (., z) (9s B'(z, Z)1/2VIIO"s1

 ?SBtt(W W)1/2 Cs Bt(w, z)-1 Os Bt(z, Z)1/2V (1 - IW12)a dt(w) 1I- (W, Z)12v

 1< 1(1 - IzI2)s/2(I - W12)Q8/2 dt(w) < C'(1 - Iz12)a-2flvII
 < csii (1 I (W, Z)12v?s

 Lemma 2.6. Let z B lb. Then there is a constant C. > 0 such that, for any
 v E 0sV' and any 1 < p < oo, it follows that

 (1 _ IZ12)vKu,8(.,Z) O s Bt(z, Z)l/2V < Cs8fvi.

 Proof. Let Tz = (1 - zj2)vK>,8(.,z) Os Bt(z,z)1/2. By Proposition 2.5 and by
 Lemma 7.1 in [Su] it follows that IITZvV,S1l < Csllvll and IlTzvlls7,o < Csllvll
 respectively, for all v E 0sV'. Thus the result follows from Riesz-Thorin's interpo
 lation theorem. O

 Now we can prove Theorem 2.1.

 Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let G E KHP s 1 < p < oo. Then it follows from Lemma 2.6
 that, for all v C VW',

 J ( OsBt(w, w)G(w), K,s(w, z)v)j dt2v(W) < IGIG,,s8,pIIKv,s,(., z)vI,,s,q < 00
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 TRACE CLASS HANKEL FORMS OF HIGHER WEIGHTS 1381

 In particular, if z = 0, then

 J K?sBt(w,w)G(w),v)I (1 -lw l'dt(w) < Xo.

 By the mean-value property for holomorphic functions and rotation invariance for
 integration,

 J ((1 -w12)2v ?s Bt(w, w)G(w), v) dt(w) = c'(G(0), v),

 where c' =A 0 only depends on d, v and s. Hence, there exists a nonzero constant c
 such that, for all G E 'P- and all v E 08V',

 (2.8) (G(0), v) = c(G, V)v,s2,
 where (, ),,2 is the 72 ,,-pairing. Now, define an isometry 7rr,, on 7 ( by

 irl,8: g c G, S(Z) -* (0S (dgl,(Z))t) S(g-1Z) (J _i(Z))2v/(d+l)

 as in [Su]. Let zo E B. For notational convenience we prove the reproducing
 property only for s = 1; the case for general s is identically the same. On the one
 hand,

 (2.9) ((7rr,j(pz.)G)(0),v) = KG(zo), Je0(o)2v/(d+l) ((,y(o)t)*v)

 By equation (2.6), (1 _ I1ZO2)(d+1)/2 < J,zo(W)j < (1 _ Izo12)-d-1 on B, so
 ,o)G C 'P,,. However, using equation (2.8) above for 7r,,,i( zo)G and the

 transformation properties

 B ('zO (w), ,ozo (z)) = o'o (w)B(w, z) (9ZO (z))
 (see equation (9) in [Su]) and

 Kz, l (Z0( (W), (zo(z) ) = Jpzo (w)2v/(d+ JZO (z)

 (f/' (w)')- Kv, 1(w,z) (f zO(Z~))

 (see equation (9) in [Su] and Theorem 2.2.5 in [Ru]), the left-hand side in equa
 tion (2.9) above is

 (G(zo), u) = c(G, Kv,8(., ZO)U) v,s,2,

 where u = J 2v0(0) ()o 0(O)t) v. Since v is arbitrary, then so is u c 08V',
 which proves the theorem. D

 2.2. Hankel forms of higher weights. Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces and
 let T: H1 > H2 be a linear operator. Define the singular numbers sn (T) =
 inf{ lT - KH rank(K) < n}, n > 0. If T is compact, these singular numbers are

 equal to the eigenvalues of ITI = (T*T) /2. We denote by Sp the ideal of operators
 for which {sn(T)}n>O e 1P, 0 < p < o; see [S].

 The transvectant Tf on L2 (dt,) 0 L2 (dt,) (introduced in [P1]; see also [P2], [PZ]
 and [Su]) is defined by

 8 ( 1 askf sk(z) =) Oag g(z)
 k=O
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 1382 M. SUNDHALL

 where
 d

 a, f (z) = 3 ... aj, f(z) dzj (0 ... 0 dzj, c (DsVt

 and (V)k = v(v + 1) (v + k - 1), (v)o = 1, is the Pochammer symbol.

 Lemma 2.7. There is a constant Cs > 0 such that

 IlT8(f'g)I)s'1 <- Csllf llgllglll

 for all f,g C L 2(dtv).

 First we need a lemma, which actually is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 in [Su],
 but we give an independent and easier proof.

 Lemma 2.8. There is a constant C,,, > 0 such that

 L KO5Bt(z, z)&'5f(z), as5f(z)) (1 _ 1z22)v dt(z) < Cvsflfllv

 for all f C L2(dtv).

 Proof. First,

 &5f(z) = j () 0
 as f(z) = c (v) s Wr (lf (1 _ I)s(-W12 )v dt(w) ,

 so that

 |lsB z)11)2asf (Z) I > f (w) l 1 IB(z ( )|)s1 1-wl) ^W 0sBt(z, z)<&fz ()~.B(,z12~ . -W1 w~)v dt(w) - 1~~1 - ~*v
 We can estimate

 t Z)1/2| - SZ (IlSzp -112 + IIQ'zw l12)1/

 = sz ( PWI2 I I HQW)12))/2
 < V-2sZlS - (z W) 1/2

 Hence,

 &s Bt (z, z) 1/2 2as f (z) < C', j T(z, w) f (w) (1 - w12 )v dt(w),

 where

 T(z, w) - 1-_Z12) 9/2

 Now, the result follows by exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem
 7.2 in [Su] (where we let t = -(v - d)/4). 0

 Proof of Lemma 2.7. The transvectant is a linear combination of terms akf(z) 0

 as-k g(z) so we need only to estimate IIakf (z) ? as-kg(z) l81,s,I for 0 < k < s. First
 we observe that

 (gsBt(z, z)l/2akf(Z) 0 ask g(z)

 = ? kBt(z, z)l/2akf(z) . ogs-kBt(z z)l/2as-kg(z)
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 TRACE CLASS HANKEL FORMS OF HIGHER WEIGHTS 1383

 Thus by Holder's inequality and Lemma 2.8 it follows that

 I |sBt(z, z)1/20kf(z) 0 as-kg(z) (1_ 1z2)' dt(z)

 K Ci|f || ,kg9t||v,s-k < Cs||f ||v19g||v.

 The Hankel bilinear form HF on L2 (dtv) (0 L2 (dt1) is defined by

 (2.11) HS(f,g) = J (09Bt(z,z)T8(f,g)(z),F(z)) dt2v(z)

 where F: B -* oWV' is holomorphic. We call F the symbol of the corresponding
 Hankel form. We remark that

 HF (f,g) = Jf(z)9(z)F(z) dt2, (Z)

 This is the classical Hankel form studied in [JPR].

 With the form Hp one can associate the operator As defined by

 HF (f, g) = (f, A'9g),

 as in [JPR]. Notice that As is an anti-linear operator on L2(dt.). To get a linear operator one combines A' with a conjugation, i.e., one instead considers the op

 erator AF: g - AFg. We say that HF is of Schatten-von Neumann class SP, for

 O < p K 0o, if and only if AF: L2 (dt,) - L2(dt) is of class SP.

 3. DUALITY OF XPV'S

 In this section we determine the dual space (HP,,,)* of HPN, 1 < p < oo.

 Lemma 3.1. Let 1 < p < oo. If b c (LP ,5)*, then there is a function G c Lqv
 such that

 b (F)j (OsBt (z, z)F(z), G(z)) (1 - Iz2)2v dt(z)
 and Ih4bI = tIGIIv,s,q where 1/q + I/p = 1.

 Proof. Define A(z) = (1 -_IZ12)v Os Bt(z, Z)1/2 and (MAF)(z) = A(z)F(z). Then
 MA is an isometry from LPV onto LP, where LP = {F:F B -*V: V lFIp < oo} and

 IIFIlp = ( F(z)JJIP dt(z))

 Consider E = DMX1. Then E0 is a bounded linear functional on LP and 0(AF) -
 4)(F). Then we can find a function H E Lq such that

 4(F) = j ((AF) (z), H(z)) dt(z)

 with 11611 = IIHIq. Let G = MX1H. Then G E Lq,s and

 4(F) | (jKsBt (z, z)F(z), G(z)) (1 -Iz12)2v dt(z).

 Also 11j11 = (CG|jv,s,q.
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 1384 M. SUNDHALL

 Theorem 3.2. For 1 < p < oo we have (H I)* ' u, under the integral pairing

 (FIG) j (VBt(z, z)F(z), G(z)) (1 - |Z12)21/dt(z), F E XP,S, GcE e

 where l/p+ 1/q 1. Namely, for any bounded linear functional : HP - C there

 is a function G E Xq such that ? (F) = (F, G),,,8,2 for all F E 'P", with

 CIIGllv,s,q < 11,D11 ' ||G|Iv,s,q,

 Proof. By H6lder's inequality, every function G E 7q-( defines a bounded linear

 functional ID on 'P,s under the above integral pairing with 11J4DI < ICGIlv,s,q.
 Conversely, let 41 E (iP ,) By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can extend 4i to

 a bounded linear functional 4' on LP,s such that 4'(F) = b(F) for all FE H Pswith

 11411= jj4Jj. By Lemma 3.1 there is a function H E Lq such that

 (3.1) '1(F) = (VBt(z, z)F(z), H(z)) (1 - 'z2)2/ dt(z)

 for all F E LP ,, with 1111 = IiHiIjv,sq However, Theorem 2.1 implies that, for any
 F EHXPVS

 F(z) = (Pv,sF)(z) = c j(1 -_ w2)2vKv,,,(w, z)* ?V Bt(w, w)F(w) dt(w).

 Substituting this into formula (3.1) and using Fubini-Tonelli's theorem we get that

 (F) = 4?(F) = j ('Bt (w, w)F(w), (P,,s,H) (w) ) (1 - 1w12)2v dt(w).

 Let G = Pv,,H. By Proposition 2.3, IPj,,sHll,vs,q < C'IjHjIv,s,q. Then G E Hq,
 4'(F) = (F, G),,,8,2 for all F EHP-( and CjIGjIv,s,q < 114II 0

 4. ATOMIC DECOMPOSITION OF S

 Following [JPR], we denote by 11 (]3, OV V') the space of all functions a IB
 Os V', with support in _zj 1? c B, such that

 00

 alll= E Ila(zj)11 < 0.
 j=1

 Also, denote by 1?? (Is, ?8V') the space of all functions a B , O'V' such that

 Ilalli- =sup fla(z) 11 < oo. zEB

 Then it is elementary that

 (4.1) 1i (l3, OwV') = (11 (I, osVI))*
 under the pairing

 00

 (a, b)' = E (a(zj), b(zj))
 j=1

 where a E 11 (B, o8V') with support {zj}?- C B and b E 1?? (B, 05V'). Namely,
 for any bounded linear functional 4' 11 (IB, (35V/) -- C there is a function b in

 1?? (IB, 08V') such that 4'(a) = (a, b)' for all a E 11 (B, OV') with 1I4'IH = lIbilloo.
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 TRACE CLASS HANKEL FORMS OF HIGHER WEIGHTS 1385

 Theorem 4.1. It follows that F E RI K if and only if there is a sequence {z3}? l? c
 TB and a sequence {aj}j0 1 11 (B, 03 V') such that

 00

 F(w) = Z(1 _ Izj12)lvK1,(w,zj) ?gs Bt(zj zi)1/2aj
 j=1

 Proof. By Proposition 2.5, for any v E OW'V' and any z E TB,

 Kv,8(., z) ?8 Bt(z, Z)1/2V|| < CS(1 -IZ12)-Vll.

 Thus, the operator T: 11 (BI, 08V') -? Xvtn defined by
 00

 (Ta)(w) = j(1 -Zj 12)vK1 K (w, zj) ?5 Bt(zj, Zj)l/2aj
 j=1

 is bounded, where aj = a(zj) and the support of a is {zj}j1 l. We need to prove
 that T is onto. Consider T* -> (11(, OsVI))* T*(1?)(a) =- '(Ta), which

 is bounded, where 1 E (7Hj,,)* and a E 11 (TB, OsV'). By Theorem 3.2, for any
 ) E (H1) * there is a G E 7v(0 such that ??(F) = (F, G)V S,2 for all F E 'Hl with

 CHjGjV ,S,00 < 114DI| < | ?Gjjv,s,OO . Now, let a E 11 (TB, 08V') with support {zj}lj1 C B.
 By the reproducing property in Theorem 2.1 it follows that

 00

 T*(J?)(a) = 4'1(Ta) = (Ta, G)V,S,2 = cZ(aj, (1 - Izj12)1 0 Bt(zj, zj)G(zj)) .
 j=1

 Hence, by (4.1) and Theorem 3.2 it follows that
 1

 (4.2) - . IIT*1DII(j1)* = sup ||(l - Iz12)v Os Bt(z, z)G(z)|| uG1,8,0 > 11?11 cZE
 On the one hand, (4.2) yields that ker T* = {O} and consequently the range of T
 is dense in X14se On the other hand, (4.2) yields that the range of T* is closed and
 so is the range of T by the Closed Range Theorem. O

 5. TRACE CLASS SI

 We consider now the trace class property of Hp in (2.11).

 Theorem 5.1. The Hankel form Hp is of trace class S1 if and only if F E XH'

 Combining the results in [Su] we have now a complete characterization of the
 Schatten-von Neumann class Hankel forms.

 Theorem 5.2. The Hankel form Hp is of Schatten-von Neumann class Sp if and
 only if F E -P(Xs, 1 < p < 00.

 Proof of Theorem 5.2. It follows from Lemma 5.5 below and Theorem 1.1(a) in [Su]

 that the operator F: F -+ Hp is bounded from X1 , into Si and from Xv into
 S00, respectively. Since SP = (SI, SOO) [1-1/p] if 1 < p < oo, then it follows by Riesz
 Thorin's interpolation theorem and Corollary 2.4 that F is bounded from HP, into
 Sp if 1 < p < x.

 On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 5.6 below and Theorem 1.1(a) in [Su]

 that 'T, defined in (5.2), is bounded from S, into 'X1 and from Sc0 into IiH,

 respectively. Again, by interpolation fT is bounded from Sp into 'P,, if 1 < p < 00.
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 1386 M. SUNDHALL

 Also, if Hp C SP for 1 < p < oc, then T5(HP) = F, which follows by the same
 arguments as in the proof of Lemma 8.6 in [Su]. D

 The proof of Theorem 5.1 will be divided into a few lemmas. We will first show in

 Lemma 5.3 that every Hp is of trace class S1 if F is in X1s and then in Lemma 5.4
 that R1K can be continuously embedded into 7H' . Using these results we prove, in

 Lemma 5.5, that F -* Hp is bounded from VQ8 into Si. Finally, in Lemma 5.6 we

 find a bounded mapping Tf from the trace class S, into Xl, such that T5(H) =F.

 Lemma 5.3. IfFcHl, thenHP ESi.
 Proof. Let F E X1. By Theorem 4.1, F = Fj where

 Fj(w) = (1 - Izj2)vKv,s(w,zj) ?gs Bt(zj, zj)l/2aj

 for some l C 1B and some {aj}j> I e 11 (l, ()sV'). We claim that
 (5.1) rank Hu < Ms for all j = 1, 2, 3, ...

 where Ms depends only on s and d. Accepting temporarily the claim and using
 Theorem 1.1(a) in [Su] we get that

 00 00 00 00

 FlHPjS <?E IIF I ls? Ms E |HPj I ? Ms E HFjII s,0 Ms" E5llaj .
 j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1

 Now we go back to claim (5.1). By Lemma 2.7, 77 (f, g) E Ni s for all f, g E L2 (dtv).
 Thus, by the reproducing property in Theorem 2.1,

 Hpj(f, g) = C( s(yv)(Zj), (1 _ IZjI2)v V3 Bt(zj, Zj)1/2aj)

 Fix zo e B. Then E5 (f, g) (zo) is a sum of finitely many rank one forms where
 the number M. of summands depends only on s and d. To see this, we consider
 f(zo) = (f,Kzo)v. Since

 askf(zO) 0 &kg(zO) f, as-kKzo) 0 7 k Kzo v
 then (f,g) - Os-k f (Zo) 0 akg(zO) is a rank one form. Thus, the bilinear form
 (f,g) -* Ts(f,g)(zo) has rank at most Ms and so has HFj. O
 Lemma 5.4. The operator I: X1 _* 'HOG 17(F) = F, is bounded.

 Proof. First, let F C X1 S. Then Hp C S, by Lemma 5.3. Hence Hp E SOO, so by
 Theorem 1.1(a) in [Su] it follows that F E 'H-(. Thus I is well-defined.

 Now, assume that Fn -* F in X1l, and that I(Fn) -* G in X??. We shall prove
 that T(F) = G. On the one hand, since Fn -* F in H1s then there is a subsequence
 T(Fnj) converging pointwise to 1(F). On the other hand, since I(Fn) -? G in K?H,
 then I(Fni) -? G pointwise. Thus 1(F) = G and the operator I is bounded by the
 Closed Graph Theorem. Ol

 Lemma 5.5. The operatorF :F H -) S,, F(F) = Hp, is bounded.
 Proof. The operator F is well defined by Lemma 5.3. We use the Closed Graph

 Theorem. Assume that Fn -* F in X1l, and that F(Fn) -* B in Si. We shall
 prove that HF = B. On the one hand, by Theorem 1.1(a) in [Su] and Lemma 5.4
 it follows that

 IIHP,_FIIS. <? CIFn - FIv,s,00 < C'flFn - Fllv,s,l
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 so that H ' HP in SO. On the other hand,

 JIF(Fn) -B Bllsj < |F(Fn) -B lSl
 so that HF B in SO. Thus HP = B so that F has the closed graph property.
 Hence, F is bounded. O

 We recall the transvectant 1 SOO (L2 (dt,I), L2(dt,)) -- 8(IBxB) defined in [Su]
 (see also [FR] and [PZ]), where A, (] x IB) consists of all holomorphic functions

 G: ]B x lB -, WV'. We recall further that the transvectant Tf in (2.10) can be
 defined for any holomorphic function G(z, w) on lB x B, namely

 (Tf G) (z, w) S (s) (_)k &z 0 9s-kG(z, w)
 k=O(I)()k

 For bounded bilinear forms A on L 2(dtv), we define a

 (5.2) 's(A)(z) = (EsG) (z, z),
 where G(z, w) = A(Kz, Kw).

 Lemma 5.6. The operator T8 Si -+ H". defined in (5.2) is bounded. Also,
 E,(Hk) = F if HP E S1.
 Proof. First, let B c Si be of rank one. Then there exists q, o e L2(dt,) such that

 B(f,g) = (f),(g)
 for all f,g c L (dt,). Then IIBIls1 6 ",,114,, and T8(B)(z) = r (j,o(p)(z), so by
 Lemma 2.7 it follows that

 (5.3) 'JiS(B)L JJ1 < Cs lIlv ll(pllv < CsIJBIIS1
 In general, if B E S1 we can write B Zn=l Bn, rankBn = 1 such that

 N

 JIB Ilsl= -3E |BnJS -* |BIls8 , as N -* o0,
 n=1

 where BN = E>Nj1 Bnn. By (5.3) the sequence {'t(BN)}=1 is Cauchy and hence
 converges to some G in 1S. Now, since BN -* B in SO, it follows by Lemma 8.4
 in [Su] that T8 (BN) - Ts (B) in H( . Hence T8 (B) = G so that (5.3) holds for any
 B c SI.

 Also, if HP E Si, then t (HP) = F. (As in the proof of Theorem 5.2 we refer
 to the proof of Lemma 8.6 in [Su].) D
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